Home Activity - Dot Color Wheel

Material
- Yellow, red & blue paint
- Paper plate for palette
- Cork/ plastic cap/cotton reel for stamp
- Large sheet of paper (approx 12x18)

Artist Link
Andy Goldsworthy
Andy Goldsworthy Fall Leaves

Preparation for Activity
- Cover table surface
- Have paper towels or cloth handy to wipe excess paint from the stamp

Instructions
1. On the paper plate put a small amount of the 3 primary colors, yellow, red & blue. Space the paint colors apart to allow for mixing.
2. Using a small circle as a stamp, for example, a cork, put it in the yellow paint and then print a dot in the middle of your large paper.
3. Then add red to your yellow paint by placing the cork into the red and then mixing this into the yellow. Print the orange paint around the dot on the paper forming a larger circle.
4. Next, use the red paint to print another circle around the orange dots.
5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 with different color combinations. First mixing red and blue to make purple and print the color ring, then print a blue circle. Next work with blue and yellow to make a green row of dots and then print a yellow band. You may find that the circles do not fit the page just print to the edge and stop. You may also want to wipe the stamp between color changes.